Four PTC Students Initiated to Lambda Pi Eta
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Four Professional & Technical Communication students were initiated to the Xi Upsilon chapter of Lambda Pi Eta, the honor society of the National Communication Association. The ceremony took place in the SAU Skalny Room on Friday evening, 26 March.

Elizabeth M. Barnard, Robert W. Cox, David A. Falletta and Sean T. King join 23 other Department of Communication students as members of this prestigious organization. The induction ceremony was officiated by Lambda Pi Eta officers David Marion, Kevin Ptak and Kavya Yadav.

Dr. Susan Barnes, Xi Upsilon Advisor, welcomed the assembled audience and introduced the evening’s featured speaker, Dr. Grant Cos, whose speech was entitled “A New Canon for a New Rhetoric.” Dr. Keith Jenkins presented recognition certificates to the Department’s three current Peer Mentors: David Falletta, David Marion and Kevin Ptak.

Congratulations to Elizabeth, Bobby, Dave and Sean, the new Lambda Pi Eta members.